GoMile3000
GoMile3000 is the Windows version of our popular IFTA compatible fuel tax reporting system GoMile.
GoMile3000 is fully integrated with GoChart2000 so there is no need to transfer data to a separate
application. Customers with the Prophesy mileage and routing subsystem get the added advantage of seeing
the Prophesy point-to-point and state mileages.
There is a reconciliation screen that allows you to in-put in-state miles as reported by the driver as well as fuel
purchases over the road. The state tax table can be customized to separately account for toll road miles or
mileage that you might otherwise get a credit for.
The GoMile3000 report suite provides all the data you need to complete the quarterly IFTA reports and audit
trail to support your filing.

3 ways to open
1 - From scheduling screen

GoMile records are reconciled on a per bus basis by selecting reconcile bus from the scheduling screen you
jump directly to the GoMile reconciliation screen for that bus.

2 - Open GoMile from the Utilities menu

From the utilities menu select Gomile3000 and click on Reconcile Buses.

You are presented with a list of moves that have to be reconciled for each day. Based on departure date you
can navigate to different days using the date selection control on the top tool bar. Double click on a move to go
to the Gomile reconciliation screen
R in the move row indicates that record has been reconciled. When preparing to do the quarterly IFTA report it

is a good practice to cycle through each day to visually see that they are all "R" reconciled.

Main GoMile reconciliation screen with prophesy installed

This is the master GoMile reconciliation screen. Prophesy is installed and we have reviewed the prophesy state
mile estimates by clicking on the prophesy button and transferred these estimates to the reconciliation record.

You can then modify or fine tune the prophesy estimates based on what is reported by the driver. You can also
log fuel purchased on the road for IFTA credit.

After you update the prophasy estimate of miles traveled, check the reconciled box and select ok. The system
asks you to adjust "planned miles" with "actual miles" by adding or subtracting additional miles. In this case we
are adding 5.6 miles to miles traveled in Kentucky select yes and then ok to complete this record.

3 - Open GoMile from the Post Departure Reconciliation Module. (PDRM)

Enter GoMile from selecting move reconciliation option (when installed)

Double click on the move you wish to reconcile.

Main PDRM screen

The PDRM is a control panel that allows you to track charter contribution to overhead based on estimated and
actual costs.
Double click on reconcile busses to go to the list of buttons on that move. On multi-bus moves each bus is
reconciled separately. Double click on the bus row takes you to the main GoMile reconciliation Screen.
Gomile reconciled mileage flows back to this estimated contribution calculator so that gross charter profit is
based on actual mileage.
(See separate documentation for more information about the post departure reconciliation and estimate
contribution calculator.)

Main GoMile reconciliation screen - No Prophasy installed.

In this example of GoMile reconciliation prophesy is not installed. In this case you have to use the pulldown to
select each state and manually enter the miles reported by the driver.

Reconciling State Miles with the difference between Hub Out and Hub In
For a more exact reconciliation of coach mileage, hub or odometer readings can be input and state mileage
reconciled to the difference. With odometer variation, coaches can service the same charter but end up with
different total miles. By using the difference between the hub out and hub in readings for each coach, the exact
mileage for each coach can be accounted for.
When the Hub Out and Hub In fields are filled in, the total miles to reconcile will automatically be changed to the
difference, regardless of the number of miles that have come over from the charter record. If you have the
Prophesy Bus Router database installed, you can generate the state miles and transfer them to the
reconciliation grid. You can then adjust the number of state miles until the Balance reads 0.0.

Accounting for Terminal Fuel to get Accurate average Fleet Miles/gallon.
The IFTA report uses the fleet MPG to determine state taxes that are either underpaid or overpaid based on
state mileage and fuel purchased in each state. When coaches are fueled at the terminal, the number of gallons
can be associated with last charter the coach was used on. This will enable a more accurate record of the
specific coach MPG.
Alternately, a dummy charter record can be created for the first or last day of the month. The on duty, pickup,
and destination are all be the garage and the group name can be Terminal Fuel. This will result in a zero miles
and zero cost charter. When the Gomile record for this charter is reconciled, you need only select your home
state and enter the total number of gallons used that month from terminal fuel or local home based fuel supplier.
Miles for this record remain zero. The number of gallons will be used for reporting purposes to determine
average fleet MPG.

To access and modify the state and regions tax table select region from the main GoMile 3000 menu.

You can maintain the tax table by double clicking on the state then on the rate you want to modify. Rate
changes are posted on the IFTA website at http://www.ifta.org. It is a good practice to check this site before
running the quarterly IFTA report.

Select the reports sub-menu.

The GoMile 3000 IFTA report provides all the information you need to fill out each state IFTA form.

The state Mileage Summary Report is a Date Range Report that can be used as an audit trail report.

